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The main entrance of a hotel
is the first environment
guests experience when
they visit and Bauporte
understand the importance
of making a great first
impression.

It is the entrance lobby
that creates the initial
welcoming environment
and visitors who are often
a great distance from home
and travelling with luggage,
require very high standards
of comfort, safety and
convenience.

< an introduction.....
...hotel entrances with vision

Bespoke Entrance Systems from Bauporte
have been implemented in hotels around
the world, ranging from independent guest
houses to major international chains.

> check in.....
...Bauporte

Bauporte’s mission is to continuously
innovate and push the boundaries of
entrance design; we believe little, if
anything, is impossible; we always try
to raise the bar, to exceed our customers’
expectations and to enthusiastically
embrace new challenges.

first impressions.....
...nothing is more elegant than an attractive entrance

comfort, security & energy
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first impressions

Bauporte recognise that
guests need to feel as safe,
secure and comfortable
staying in a hotel as they
do in their own home.
All Bauporte entrance
products are designed and
constructed to the highest
standards, featuring stateof-the-art materials and
safety devices.

Large diameter revolving
doors make ideal hotel
entrances, providing the
convenience of automatic
doors while maintaining
an effective barrier between
the internal and external
environments; thus allowing
the lobby air temperature
to be controlled despite
people passing through.
In hot climates, this means
the lobby can remain an
oasis of calm and cool
no matter the conditions
outside and in colder climes,
the opposite applies.

Automatic doors provide the ideal solution
where weather conditions are not an issue
or where space is limited. By taking the human
effort out of the equation, automatic doors
offer the possibility to take conventional doors
to a new level with dimensions and designs
limited only by the imagination and technical
limits of materials.

the experience.....
...beautiful doors

case studies

Hotel Valk

Wyndham Hotel

St Martin’s Lane Hotel

Radisson Blu Resort

Imperial Hotel

Bespoke 6000mm high, 3-wing
automatic Circular Prestige
revolving door with collapsible
doorset and coloured changing
LED strips to glazing.

Contemporary 3-wing manual
Circular Prestige revolving
door with bespoke profiles in
mirror polished stainless steel.

Bespoke 5500mm high, 3-wing
automatic Circular Prestige
revolving door with a coloured,
back-lit ceiling provides one of
the most instantly recognisable
revolving door installations
in London.

Bespoke 2500mm diameter,
4-wing automatic Circular
Prestige revolving door with
a yellow, back-lit ceiling and
highly polished gold-coloured
stainless steel finish, together
with 4 single-sliding automatic
doors designed to withstand
extreme wind pressures,
combining strength and beauty.

Modern convenience combines
with traditional styling in this
2-wing automatic Circular
Prestige revolving door with
bespoke profiles and canopy
fascia in polished, lacquered
brass finish.

Amsterdam

Aruba

London

Malta

Vienna
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an oasis of calm

aesthetics and appearance
Bauporte provide bespoke
solutions based on
individual requirements
and are uniquely placed
to deal with the special
architectural challenges
that hotel entrances pose.

Creating an entrance that
reflects the personality of the
hotel is a skill that requires
understanding, flexibility
of approach and ingenuity.
Bauporte offers a range of
bespoke products that fall into
two basic groups; Revolving
Doors and Automatic Doors.

This in itself is not unique but it is the philosophy
of “yes, we can” that sets the company apart
in an industry that generally offers standard
products. All Bauporte products are made to
order and this allows a degree of design and
architectural input that mass-production cannot
match. Whether it is unusual dimensions,
custom profile sizes, special finishes or glazing,
Bauporte works with clients and architects to
create individual solutions for every occasion.

< an oasis of calm.....
...the Bauporte vision

attention to detail & check out
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At Bauporte we work
with designers and project
teams to create outstanding
entrances. We believe
clients should not be forced
to compromise their vision
to what can be easily
manufactured, but that
as a specialist supplier,
we should listen and strive
to adapt accordingly.

Bauporte’s ability to keep
the whole process in-house,
from initial design right
through manufacture,
installation and finally,
maintenance, allows us
to retain full control and
ensure continuity of care
and maximum attention
to detail.

< attention to detail.....
...balancing form with function

All Bauporte products are supported
by years of expertise and engineering
experience. Bauporte engineers are highly
skilled, well trained and customer-focused.
Standard and tailor-made service plans are
available for all types of automatic door.

> check-out & after-care.....
...Bauporte

At Bauporte we pride ourselves on going
that extra distance to ensure our clients
keep returning time after time.

Bauporte Doors UK Ltd.
Hamilton House, Mabledon Place,
London WC1H 9BB, United Kingdom

Bauporte Design Entrances BV.
Postbus 558, 2130 AN Hoofddorp,
Nederland

T: +44 (0)207 554 8757
F: +44 (0)207 554 8759
E: sales@bauporte.com

T: +31 (0)23 5575924
F: +31 (0)23 5575923
E: sales@bauporte.com

www.bauporte.com

www.bauporte.com

